
Hepatitis E Vaccine Trial in Nepal 
 
Hepatitis E Virus (HEV) is a major public health problem in many developing countries.  Hepatitis E 
occurs sporadically and in epidemics, causing substantial rates of death and complications, especially in 
pregnant women.  An estimated one third of the world’s population has been infected with HEV.   There 
are four HEV genotypes: genotype I causes most human disease, whereas the other types are limited to 
other species.  Nevertheless, all HEVs can be considered to belong to one serotype.  Therefore, a 
vaccine that is shown to be efficacious in one country should provide protection against hepatitis E 
elsewhere.  A genotype 1 HEV recombinant protein (rHEV) vaccine was developed as a partnership 
between GlaxoSmithKline, the U.S. National Institutes of health, and the Walter Reed Army Institute of 
Research in Washington, D.C.   This vaccine, which provided protection in nonhuman primates, was 
found to be immunogenic in humans.  A Phase I trial of this vaccine, aimed at assessing its safety in 
healthy individuals, was carried out in 88 volunteers in the U.S. in 1998, and 44 civilian volunteers in 
Lalitpur, Nepal in 1999.  The latter study was performed with the permission of the mayor of the 
Lalitpur municipality.  Lalitpur is one of three municipalities in the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal.  
Hepatitis E is endemic in the Kathmandu Valley. 
 
In 2000, based on the Phase I results, plans were made to perform a PhaseII/III trial of the HEV in 
Lalitpur.  This trial would randomize subjects to rHEV or placebo.  Three doses of study drug would be 
administered intramuscularly, at months 0, 1, and 6.  The primary efficacy end point would be the 
prevention of definite HEV occurring at least 14 days after the administration of the third dose of 
vaccine.  
 
Within two weeks of the announcement of the trial, articles began to appear almost daily in the local 
newspapers, questioning the trial of an American vaccine in the urban poor of Lalitpur.  Local 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and community-based organizations, concerned about the 
exploitation of members of their community, began to question the ethics of the trials.   Many began to 
question the recruitment of economically and educationally disadvantaged members of their community 
for participation in a trial that they suspected was primarily for the benefit of the U.S. military that was 
stationed in Nepal and in other developing countries where HEV was prevalent.   Eventually, the deputy 
mayor of Lalitpur, siding with the NGOs, refused to let the trial be carried out in Lalitpur.  
Subsequently, the researchers relocated their work to the Royal Nepal Army (RNA), where a large 
population of subjects was readily available for study.   
 
Nepal is a developing country with an annual per capita income of $230; the World Bank (2004) 
estimates that 40% of the population lives below the poverty line. Soldiers in the RNA, like those from 
the US and many other countries, often come from lower socioeconomic classes and see the military as a 
means of finding economic stability and security.   The national literacy rate in Nepal is 44%. 
 
Nepal has a significant human rights abuse history.   The ongoing security crisis in the country has led to 
a suspension of human and civil rights for everyone in the country. Over 10,000 people have died in 
fighting related to the Maoist conflict since its inception in 1996 by the Communist Party of Nepal 
(Maoist) who, fashioning in themselves after the revolution led by the late Mao Zedong in China, aim to 
establish Nepal as a communist state.  The majority of these deaths seem to have fallen on the side of the 
Maoist.  One need not go farther than a daily Nepalese newspaper to read reports of human rights abuses 
by the RNA that go unpunished or, in many cases, are under- or uninvestigated.   Amnesty International 



has published several reports over the past eight years that have painted a rather grim picture of the 
human rights situation in Nepal, citing both the Maoists and government security forces (including the 
RNA) for numerous violations, including torture, kidnapping, and summary executions for both those 
fighting in the war and innocent civilians.   Many if not most of the human rights abuses go 
uninvestigated and, consequently, unpunished; the judicial system is vastly overwhelmed by cases and 
unable to address a fraction of them, and the Supreme Court has suspended legal recourse for civil right 
violations.   
 
Questions: 
 

1. What concerns, if any, do you have with subject selection in the HEV trial in Nepal? 
 
 
 

2. Are the soldiers in the Nepal Army (RNA) vulnerable? If so, list the factors that make the 
soldiers in the Nepal Army vulnerable? 

 
 
 

3. Are the soldiers in the Nepal Army in a coercive setting with regards to their decision to 
participate in the vaccine trial?  If so, describe the nature of the coercive factors.   

 
 
 
 

4. CIOMS Guideline #13 states that “special justification is required for inviting vulnerable 
individuals to serve as research subjects….” With regard to the Nepal trial involving the soldiers, 
if you thought these soldiers are vulnerable, the investigators would need to satisfy the 
requirement of special justification by adhering to each of the following:  

a. The research could not be carried out equally well with less vulnerable subjects;  
b. The research is intended to obtain knowledge that will lead to improved diagnosis, 

prevention or treatment of diseases or other health problems characteristic of, or unique 
to the vulnerable class.  

 
Do you think the investigators could satisfy these two requirements? 


